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The white door walkthrough sara

Edit comments Share This article is about the game. For the location, see the White Door (location). The White Door is the 14th game from Rusty Lake and the first spin-off game of the series, released on January 9, 2020. It was co-published by the independent game publisher Second Maze, which is a co-founder of Rusty Lake's owners. The game took
place in a psychiatric hospital in 1972, where Robert Hill was agitated suffering from severe memory loss. The gameplay differs from other Rusty Lake games, using a split screen view from a third party and a missing inventory system. There is a site that is a companion of the game. This is useful for completing the second secret Sarah level. Characters[edit
| source edit] Locations[edit] Johnsson Bird Food Owl Nest The Lost Soul The White Door Walkthrough[edit source] Day 1[edit source] Drag the blanket down. Click on the chart below the clock to see your schedule, which should be completed in this order: 7:00 - Get up 8:00 - Breakfast 9:00 - Self-care 11:00 - Check 15:00 - Memory training 18:00 - Dinner
20:00 - Recreation 22:00 - Focus on the small table in the middle of the room. Slide the drinks down, then click on the doughnut to eat it. Click on the bathroom sink. Take the toothbrush and slide it to brush your teeth. Take the towel and slide it to wash your face. Focus on the buzzer to check the door and press the button. Hi, Mr. Hill, you'il see you're
awake. You may feel confused. You had an accident. What do you remember? Click on the letters and numbers to complete the words to answer Sarah's questions. What's your name? - Click on the sclera under the bed. Drag open the third drawer and click the ID for your name. What year is it? - Click on the calendar above the bed. What about the date? -
Click again on the calendar for the day marked with X. I'll check you out tomorrow. Please stick to the program. Click on your computer and press Enter. Press down and sign in to start the memory test. Map the shapes that are displayed to what the items are. Doughnut box for the plant Frame Speaker Coin Bird Press enter to complete the test. Focus on the
dinner table. Slide the drink down, click and hold to eat spaghetti, and click on the pill. Click on the recreation field next to the skenter and take the gir. Drag the gir up and down 10 times. Click on the bed, and drag the blanket to sleep. Sleep 1 - Break-up, click on Owl Nest. Drag the screen to the right until you get to Bob. at my favorite table on the right. Click
on the table. I was just staring at the table. Turn over the sugar bag, spoon and coffee cup to put down. I was stressed. To turn everything... in the same direction. Drag the coffee cup to Bob's mouth. I got drunk. Click on the doughnut to Eat. They served me the doughnut. I ate it. Click and hold the clock to It's been five minutes. Finally... she has arrived. She
looked tired... but beautiful as always. He's dragging himself in Laura's place. She pulled her chair... Just a little closer. Drag Laura's eyes to the right. She looked away. It's not a good sign. Laura's going to talk. I don't think we should... see each other. Decided... to move away for a while. Drag the coffee cup to Bob's mouth. I didn't know what to say. I took
another sip. Drag Bob's hand to Laura's hand. I tried to touch her hand, but she backed away. Click on the table. And then she disappeared. Drag the coffee cup to Bob's mouth. Click on the fragments of the cup. I didn't know what to feel. Day 2[edit | edit source] Drag the blanket down. Focus on the breakfast table. Slide the drinks down and click on the
doughnut to eat it. Click on the bathroom sink. Take the toothbrush and slide it to brush your teeth. Take the towel and slide it to wash your face. Focus on the check buzzer and press the button. Did you sleep well? It's time for the check. Click on the letters and numbers to complete the words to answer Sarah's questions. Will you tell me your age? - Click on
sclera. Drag open the third drawer and click on id for date of birth, 1931. It's 1972 right now, so at the age of 41 Bob is 41. What was your favorite coffee? - Click on the breakfast table and focus on the sugar pack. There's a receipt for the owl nest. Where did you work? - Click on sclera. Drag open the third drawer and click the ID for your workplace. Click on
one of the three options (pizza, french fries, soup) for your dinner. - Thanks for developing. Click on your computer and press Enter. Press down and sign in to start the memory test. Click on shapes that are different from others. Top right. - Lower part. Top left. - Lower to the right. Top right. - Bottom left. - In the top right. Press enter to complete the test.
Focus on the dinner table. Drag the drink down, click or drag to eat the food, and click on the pill. Click on the recreation field and grab a paddle ping pong. Slide a paddle around to jump the ball ten times. Click on the bed, and drag the blanket to sleep. Dream 2 - Bird Food[edit source] Click on the car. I was driving to work. Slide the radio to the right until the
music disappears. I turned off the radio. The music reminded me of her. Drag the car to the right. I had to concentrate on the road. Slide the car window down. I stopped spraining. A beggar approached the car. I took the window down. Pull Bob's hand to the beggar's hand. I gave her a coin. Click on the light. The light turned green. Follow the arrows to reach
Johnnyson bird feeder. I'm already late. I had to hurry. It's a smoke billowing. Click Bob to made him walk. Black smoke rose from the chimneys. I went to the front door. Focus on the keyboard. The doors were locked. Note the inverted password in the lower left corner, 3461.I 3461.I They're late. Slide both doors open. I opened the doors. Click and hold to
get Bob to go straight to his boss. Drag the connection. My boss tightened his tie. Hill, you're late! Get to the station! Press and hold Bob to get to the first station. Note the chart next to the button: Circle in the top cell, square in the middle tray and flat in the bottom Recycle Bin. Sort objects until you find and arrange the hand. Press and hold Bob to get to the
second station. Slide and release the nozzles to drop the corresponding shaped seeds into the bins. I've got three right. Press and hold Bob to get to the third station. Press the emergency button. Press and hold Bob to the left with the boss. Drag the helmet down. My boss took off his helmet. You're fired! Get your stuff! Press and hold Bob to walk left to the
lockers. Swipe to open the cabinet. Click on the helmet, pager, bird food and paper to place them in the box. Focus on the two pictures. Drag them down to put them in the box. Press and hold Bob to go left. Day 3[source edit] Drag the blanket down. Click the field on the computer table. Drag the tape up, then drag the holes on the holes on the box cover.
Leave it for now. Focus on the breakfast table. Drag the drinks down, and click the mouse behind the doughnut. Follow the mouse to the sink, computer, cupboard (behind the sink), then back to the breakfast table. Click the dead mouse. Gross. Click on the bathroom sink. Take the toothbrush and slide it to brush your teeth. Take a razor and slide it to shave
the stubble. Focus on the check buzzer and press the button. Hi Robert I hope you slept well. Click on one of the three options for how you feel today. Click the letters and numbers to complete the words to answer Sarah's questions. The main ingredient of bird food? - Click on the box, and focus on bird food. Drag the package up and down to see which
ingredient is most prevalent. Where's your job? - Click on the field and focus on the map. Find the building with three smoke stacks. Where is the owl nest? - Click on the field and focus on the map. Find the building labeled ON. What is the emergency code? - Click on the field and focus on the pager. Slide the top and insert the battery, then turn the switches
over to light the connection. Drag the top edge back and press all four buttons. Hill! You're late again. You caused an emergency shutdown. Code 827. Click on one of the three options (fish, burger, french fries) for your dinner. It was nice to see you again. I'il keep an eye on you. Click on your computer and press Enter. the memory test. Move the objects to
their right place in the room. The window to the top right. 1000000000000000000000 Plant in the lower right corner. Computer mass on the left. The door on the upper right. Press enter to complete the test. Focus on the dinner table. Slide the drink down (if there is a drink), click to eat and click on the pill. Click the recreation box next to the sclera and open
the domino container. 1 3 3 5 1 5 4 2 4 1 2 2 6 6 6 2 3 2 2 5 3 Click on the bed and drag the blanket to fall asleep. Dream 3 - Laura[source edit] Click on the flashing light window. I woke up again this afternoon. Slide the window blindly. I had no reason to get up. Swipe the screen to the right until you reach the TV. I was watching TV. Click on the TV to scroll
through the channels until you get to the messages, WAKE UP BOB YOU NEED TO WAKE UP. Slide the blanket down. Click on all five doctors and drag the blanket back up. Click on the TV to scroll through the channels. She died? Click on his tears in his eyes and again on his chin. What happened to her? Focus on the doorbell. Press the left button. Hi?
Mr. Hill? Please open the door. Press the right button. Thanks for focusing on the door. Slide the door to the right to open it. Good afternoon, Mr. Hill. Click on the plant. Please accept our gift. Click on the bouquets of leaves. The leaves were moving. Thank you? Talk Sarah.Do... completion of this questionnaire? Click one of the fields to fill in the blank fields
to fill in the questionnaire. Thank you for taking my card. If you ever need help. You can always call. Click on the map to pick it up. Day 4[edit | edit source] Drag the blanket down. Focus on the breakfast table. Slide the drink down, then click on the doughnut to eat it. Click on the bathroom sink. Take the toothbrush and slide it to brush your teeth. Take the
towel and slide it to wash your face on blood stains. Focus on the check buzzer and press the button. Hi Bob, good to see you. Click on the letters and numbers to complete the words to answer Sarah's questions. What's your client's number? - Click on sclera. Drag open the first drawer and click on the folder for your account number. What day did Laura
die? - Click on sclera. Drag the first drawer and drag the sheets out until you see the newspaper article. Again... I'm sorry for your loss. I have one last question for you. You want to stay here? Tap any of the three options (yes, no, no comment). Remember, I'm here to help you. Click on your computer and press Enter. Press down and sign in to start the
memory test. Click the left and right arrows to choose where the object is placed, and press enter to confirm the selection. Doughnut box plant frame Bird press enter to finish the test. Focus on the dinner table. Take bloody Mary down so you can drink it, eat a stalk and lemon, and take your pill. Click on the recreation field and Drawings. The first page shows
what you need to interact with in which order. The second page shows what to do for each interaction. Go to the toilet and press the button on the back until the cover comes out and drag it from the Way. Press the middle button inside the tank, then turn the lever until the toilet is flooded. Talk to the doctor. Mr. Hill, what are you doing? Be careful with the
interior. Please stick to the program. Go to the buzzer for inspection. Turn the screws: flat, vertical, flat, flat. Click the switches in order: top left, bottom middle, top right, top middle, bottom left, bottom right. Talk to the doctor. Mr. Hill, calm down. That's the last warning. Don't make me come back. The doctor ran an access card. Check it out for the doctor's
name and access code. Go to the computer and type the keys: Up, down, left, right, X, type Enter until you can select login. Select change password. Keep in mind that Dr. Adams wants his password changed to HOPE. Click X, then X again. Log on as C. Adams with HOPE. Choose sorry. Harry's password was written in Bob's sclera folder. Go back to the
computer and X outside on the login screen. Select H. Lee and enter LAKE. Select access to the cabinet and note the combination. Upside down cross square with two squares inside In a line attached to O Go to the cabinet behind the sink and focus on the code box. Scroll until the symbols match as shown above. Slide open both doors. Focus on the
labyrinth in the lower left quadrant. Click until all the pipes are arranged and the light lights up. Click the plugs in the upper left quadrant. Drag each plug to its negative pairing. Focus on the TV. Click through the channels. Talk to the doctor. Mr. Hill, you've crossed a line. You leave me no choice. I'm going to have to take you. Please count to three clicks on
Bob to make him collapse to the ground. Dream 4 - The Lady of the Lake[edit] Swipe left until you get to the tray. Here, I... or at least... what's left of me. Pull Bob's hand. I ordered another drink. Click on the bartender. The bartender was a strange man. Is there any money left? Pull Bob's wallet to the left. I got my wallet. I don't have any change. Drag Bloody
Mary to the left by Bob's hand. Here you go, sir. Bloody Mary. Drag Bloody Mary into Bob's mouth. I got drunk. Click on the bartender. He looked at me. What are you up to? Drag the photo from the wallet and swipe up to expand it. I took the picture. And you deployed it. Click on the bartender. Women... I can't live with them, I can't live without them. Drag
Bloody Mary. I put the glass on. Click on the bartender. I have a solution. But it's going to cost you something. Drag the $10 note, the $5 note, the two-dollar coin and the dollar coin into the bartender's hand. That's 18. Slide the gun down to Bob's hand. You know what to do, Mr. Hill, click on the gun. I hesitated. Drag both Open. Suddenly, the curtains
opened. Drag the microphone to the lady's mouth. He started singing. As hard as you can. Click on the matching music notes pairs. Click and hold Bob's finger. Am I really doing this? This? 5 edit source| Click on the door, pay attention to the word YOUR and a symbol of a square with two squares inside. Click on the wall safe. Enter the code YOUR to open
it. Tap the wine glass until it falls. Focus on spilling the wine by the bedside. Pop bubbles follow the line down, starting from the lightest, upper right bubble. Pay attention to the word DARK and the symbol of the circle to a horizontal line. Click on the wall safe. Enter the code DARK to open it. Click on the wofers to align with the diagram, in the corner of the
room. You can click on woofer to stop and start the movement of the nota. Notes will be delayed when you finish where they need to stop. The average wafer is the first note in a row. The lowest wafer is the second note in a row. The above wafer is the third note in a row. Click the music notes. Drag the notes until they reveal a letter. The first note to the top
row. The second note to the space before the next row. The third note down to the place before the next row. Note the word FACE and the vertical line to circle symbol. Click on the wall safe. Enter the CODE FACE to open it. Click on the disco ball, and drag it clockwise, while a pink square is aligned with the picture frame on the wall. Arrange the fragments
to finish the photo of the woman. Pay attention to the word SOUL and the circle symbol with plus inside. Click on the wall safe. Enter the SOUL code to open it. Focus on the pill. Drag both ends of the pill away, and click on the small number until it rises and goes. Focus on the corrupt soul. Click the words to finish the phrase. The vertical line to the circle -
FACE The square with two squares inside - Your circle to a horizontal line - DARK Circle with plus inside - SOBEL Click on the hand of the Corrupt Soul. Slide bob's hand to align with the other hand, then slide the fingers to align. Bob's collapsing, and now you're the Depraved Soul. Click on the bed, and drag the blanket to sleep. Dream 5 - Lost Soul[edit|
edit source] Click until the bullet transforms into a car moving down the city. The bullet is... right through my head. But then I saw... all my memories... move away. Click on the security guard. The security guard looked at me. Pull the security guard's eyes. His eyes widened. Who are you? Click Bob. Click on the security guard. All right, come on in. Slide both
doors open. The doors have opened. Press and hold to make Bob walk until you get to the DJ. It was hard to find him... familiar faces. Click DJ. I looked at the DJ. Drag the plate over the turntable, and then drag the need over the recording. Click and hold to rotate it and play the song. He took the file. He put the needle in. And it spun. Deer-head Dale to the
right. Click to make him talk. A guy approached me. Hey, man, enjoying the night? What do you have on your face? I can almost watch. Look. It's you. Drag Bob's hand to the hole in his head. What did he mean? I touched my face. Slide Bob's hand to put his finger in the hole, then slide your hand down. Do this twice more. I moved my finger into the hole.
What have I done? I felt it again. And again. Click to move to the text. But that's when I realized... I lost everything. I was freaking out. Click and hold Bob to make him walk. My soul has changed. But all of a sudden... they are cereal, and they are cereal. There she is. Slide the woman's eyes open, then slide it clockwise until it is turned upside down. She
opened her eyes. Her head turned... Down. Click on all black flowers to make moths pop up and take off. Everything's changed. Slide the black moths into the woman's eyes. Click to talk to her. The moth... They brought it into her eyes. We can go back... where it all started. Click and hold the woman until she disappears off-screen. And she went... Insecure.
You're leaving me again. Day 6[edit | edit source] Drag the blanket down. Focus on the breakfast table. Drag the drinks down. Click on the flies until they all fly away, then click on the doughnut to eat it. Click on the bathroom sink. Slide your left hand down, then the head, left hand, right hand and left hand. Focus on the check buzzer and press the button.
Please talk to Sarah. You don't look so good today. Click on the symbols to complete the sequence to answer Sarah's questions. Will you finish the sequence? - Inverted cross down, facing down T Complete please - Circle under horizontal line, circle to vertical line Continue - Square with diagonal line in the lower left corner, square with diagonal line in upper
left corner Next - Squiggly line with the circle in the upper right, is pressed with the circle in the lower left one - Circle with four quadrants, circle with eight quadrants Other square - with two squares , square with horizontal line at the bottom and square at the bottom left Click on one of the two options (meat, egg) for your dinner. Please complete your program.
Click on your computer and press Enter. Press down and sign in to start the memory test. See which object blinks and go to it. Breakfast table - Click on the black substance at the bottom of the glass until it becomes a small Rotten Soul, break the glass and escape. Field - Drag the holes of use the left cover to drag the Damaged Soul into the small circle on
the right. Click the Soul to make it disappear. The plant - Click on the paste button so the head of the Spoiled Soul speaks. Click on the leaves in the order of the number of leaves (1-5). Click on Soul to make her escape. Picture frame - Click and hold the Damaged Soul (bottom left) until it turns into a woman's eyes black. Speaker - on the lower wafer, then
on the middle wafer, while the musical note is above the Broken Soul, then the lowest wafer to Tray. Dresser - Open the bottom drawer and click on the small box. Open the box, then drag the Damaged Soul and drop it until it is crushed by the coin. Press enter to complete the test. Focus on the dinner table. Click to eat the food and click on the pill. Click the
recreation field. Click on the recreation area, then continue to click on the Damaged Shower under the breakfast table until it comes out and walks to the recreation field. Click on the pieces of furniture in the box that have a symbol above the top of them: bed, computer table, speaker, sclera, computer table, sclera. Click the Damaged Soul until she goes to
bed. Click on the bed, and drag the blanket to sleep. Dream 6 - White Door[edit | source edit] Click on Bob.I wake up on the street. Slide the clouds to the right. I was looking at the sky. The clouds are moving away. Drag the shadow down. My shadow has come. Click on the old woman. An old woman... I'm standing next to me. Slide the trust to hit Bob's
head several times. She handed me her stick. Click on her hand. You need to call someone. And she dropped a coin. Drag Bob's hand over the coin. I got it. I got up slowly. There was only one place... I can make a call. Click on the phone booth to open the doors. I went to a phone booth. Drag the coin to the right of the machine. I put the coin on. Pick up the
phone. I looked at the map. And he took the receiver. Drag numbers 1, 3, and 2 to the right. I dialed the number. Slide the phone to Bob's ear and click until the conversation is over. Slide the phone down. Listened... Hello, Mr. Hill. Please wait for the car. I let him go. Click on the car door. A car has arrived. I opened the door. Slide the car mirror to the right to
see Bob.The driver turned the mirror. He looked at me for a moment. Press and hold to stop the car in front of the White Door building. We went to a big building... with a white character. Drag the screen up and click to open the doors. I looked up. TheWhiteDoor Drag the screen to the top of the stairs. There was a man standing... at the top of the stairs. Talk
to the manager. Mr. Hill's following me. Click on the right chair. Please sit down. Talk to the manager. Welcome to our institute. You made the right choice. We're here to help you... to get my lost memories back... and return the color of his life. Drag the paper to Bob's hand. - Yes, but it's not. Pull Bob's hand to sign it. Click the box at the bottom. Please sign
here. Thank you. Talk to the manager. Let's start with the first test. I'il show you some things... you may recognize. Move them to the right. Drag the items to the right. One: doughnutTwo: boxthri: plantPet: photoPet: speakerboxSix: coinSydeven: birdThany you. Now follow me. Click on the lights to light up in the and drag the screen to the right. Please meet
Sarah... it's at the end of the hall. 1. 1. Continue. One at a time. Talk to Sarah. You almost remembered it. Open the door... and bring color to your life. Day 7[edit | edit source] Click on the door handle and drag it to the left to open the door. Focus on the window and drag the blind up. You have to restore the color of the room, and there are six things you
need to do. You can check your progress by the segments colored in the window. Focus on the breakfast table. Slide the drinks down and click on the doughnut to eat it. Click on the bathroom sink. Take the towel and slide it to wipe the mirror. Focus on the check buzzer and press the button. Click on your computer and press Enter. Press down and sign in
to start the memory test. Use the arrow keys to fill all spaces with color. You can only tap any space once so that it's a continuous line. Focus on the dinner table. Sort food by color. Red - tomato, cherries, meat, strawberry green - Broccoli, cucumber, pear Once the food is colored, click to eat them. Click on the recreation field and focus on the drawing. Use
pencil crayons to color in the bird, as seen in the window. Head and chest - Red bellies - Gray wings and tail - Brown Window Focus. Click on the silhouette of the woman, and then on the silhouette of bob. Click Damaged Soul. - yes, talk to him. Take my place Click on the hand of the Broke Soul. Slide bob's hand to align with the other hand, then slide the
fingers to align. The soul is falling apart, and you're Bob. Click on the bed, and drag the blanket to sleep. Dream 7 - The Bird[edit | source editing] Click and hold to make Bob walk. I was walking in the park. A woman sat on a bench. For a moment, I stopped... to look at it. Click on the bird to tweet it then fly away. A bird flew away. Lower the woman's hand.
She was drawing something. She left her pencil. I asked her: What are you drawing? Take the woman's eyes off. She looked down. Slide the woman's hand down, then drag the book cover to the right. She said. She moved her hand. And close the book. Click on Bob.I sorry. He's gone. She was looking at me. It's all in your head. Take the woman's eyes off.
Close your eyes. Secret level - Sarah[edit source] Click on the door handle, then drag the door. Focus on the breakfast table. Focus on the ID card for your name S. White and the access code, FREE. Click on your computer and press Enter. Select an access code and note the combination. T Line attached to O Square with two squares inside up and down
the cross Go to the cupboard behind the sink and focus on the code box. Scroll until the symbols match as shown in the above. Slide the screen door to the left. The cables will spread throughout the room. Focus on the lower right quadrant. You need to find the symbols in the room to complete the combination. Focus and focus on the TV. Tv. and note what
appears on the screen according to each number. Coffee and doughnut - 1 Johnnson Bird Food - 2 The plant - 3 Laura photo - 4 Speaker - 5 The coin - 6 The bird - 7 Go around the room of any object that has appeared on the TV for the symbol that corresponds to each number. The breakfast table. Drag the orange juice down. Drag the holes in the case
valves. Plant. The picture frame. Spokesman. The cupboard, open the bottom drawer. Open the little box. The window, drag the blinds. Click on the bird. Focus on the cabinet and back to the lower right quadrant. Enter all symbols. The red lights should light up. 1 - Inverted cross down 2 - Square with two squares inside 3 - T4 - Circle plus inside 5 - Line
attached down to O 6 - Circle to horizontal line 7 - Squiggly loop with a circle in the lower left Defocus, and focus on the TV. Turn to the first channel and press the play button. Click and drag to delete the woman's image. Turn to the second channel and press the play button. Click on the hand, and make on a woman until the photo falls. Turn to the third
channel and press the play button. Click the segments to play all images in a row. If you see Johnson's Bird's Feed, you should start again. Segment Blue and Gray - Ping Pong Yellow, Red and Yellow Segment - Report on the Death of a Woman Brown Segment - Disco Pink and Yellow Segment - Dead Woman's Body Yellow and Blue Segment - Turn off
the TV from Flip to channel 4 and press the play button. Click the photo to split it into pieces, then drag the pieces to their respective locations. Turn to the fifth channel and press the play button. Move the three rays of light to cover all the lines of the black moths. Turn to the sixth channel and press the play button. Move Bob's objects to the right, and the
woman's objects to the left. Bob's elements are the doughnut, box, plant, photo, speaker, coin, and bird. Turn to the seventh channel and press the play button. Move the pieces over the woman while she's completely white. Turn off the channel again to turn off the TV. Defocus, and focus on the lower right quadrant. Click on the yellow and red cube to shake
shake the corrupt soul. Click on the bed. Slide the blanket up. Click and hold to make bob a walk. I was walking in the park. I saw an empty bench. For a moment... Stopped... Click on the bird to tweet it then fly away. A bird flew away. Click and hold to make bob a walk. I kept walking. Focus on the white door. Click on the door handle and drag it to the left to
open the door. Secret Level - Basement[edit edit] To access the basement, start or restart the Sarah level. Go directly to Select the T. Hoorn input and enter: TWDH Select Basement. You'll see an odd image. Click the down arrow until the breakfast table is replaced by a ladder. Get down the ladder. To extract the codes: Go to and log in as Dr. Hoorn: Click
on the locator cube. Click each red dot on the map to get a picture of the face and basement code. Back to the game: go right into the code field. Next to each door, pay attention to the letter related to the person inside. Go back to the code field. Enter the following codes: A87524 B37582 C12763 D87263 E11276 F98723 G76382 H98374 I12367 J63866 Go
all the way right to the elevator. Click the button to go up. The soundtrack for this game contains 12 special composers by composer Victor Butzelaar. It can be purchased through bandcamp.com. The creative work on the 4th day is from Giacomo Puccini's Bohemian. This is the aria Si, mi chiamano Mimi, in which Mimi tells about herself. Interestingly, arya
includes the line (when translated into English) Alone/in my small white room[1]; although this may be a coincidence. Trivia[edit] After the release of the Steam version, The White Door has 16 unlockable achievements. Getting the DREAM 3 achievement allows you to view an ad for The White Door mental institution, with the phone number 31202443854. If
you call the phone, Mr Owl will answer and tell you that the White Door is closed at the moment, but to visit after January 22. You can enter the CATS password for P. Clark login, but nothing happens remarkably. The 10 patients in the basement: Rio Kobayashi Susan Fischer Linda Kirkland Giulio Trentino Zhang Li Juliana Li Juliana Causaneva Leoni Tasen
Tobias Olshukski Jin-ho Kim Bart Leaguewater Games Premium content of games is available under KS-BAI-SA, unless otherwise noted. Noted.
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